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Summary

Since 1980, progressively more and more horizontal wells and multilateral wells are
being used for the development and production of oil and gas fields around the globe.
This chapter includes a summary of horizontal and multilateral well technology as of
2007.
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The chapter also describes various oil fields where horizontal and multilateral wells are
used. A horizontal well is one that is typically drilled parallel to the bedding plane of an
oil or gas bearing reservoir. Drilling 2000 to 3000 ft (600 to 900 m) long wells has
become quite common.
The main reasons for drilling horizontal wells are: 1) their stabilized production rate is
about 2 to 5 times more than that of vertical wells, 2) depending upon the location and
type of drilling technique used, the cost of a horizontal well is 0.6 to 2 times the cost of
conventional wells, and 3) the cumulative oil and/or gas produced by a horizontal well
is about 2 to 6 times more than that of a conventional vertical well.
In short, horizontal wells generally provide better economics than conventional wells.
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This chapter includes descriptions of: 1) types of horizontal wells and the techniques
used to drill them, 2) how to complete and produce horizontal wells, 3) mathematical
equations to estimate production rates from horizontal and multilateral wells, and 4)
various parameters that influence productivity of horizontal wells. Additionally, the
chapter includes several field histories of horizontal and multilateral applications.
1. Introduction

A horizontal well is drilled parallel to the reservoir bedding plane, whereas a vertical
well intersects the reservoir bedding plane at 90 degrees. A slant well would be one that
intersects the reservoir at an angle (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. A) Schematic of a vertical well, B) Schematic of a slant well with angle α ,
C) Schematic of a horizontal well

Multilateral well drilling involves the drilling of two or more horizontal production
holes from a single surface location (see Figure 2).
The normal objective of both horizontal and multilateral wells is to produce more oil or
gas from a well and to reduce the overall cost of producing each barrel of oil or each
cubic foot of gas.
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Figure 2. Multilateral Well Configurations
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Generally, the productivity of a horizontal well is two to five times more than the
productivity of a vertical well. This productivity improvement occurs because of the
contact area between the reservoir and the well. Oil and gas reservoirs generally vary in
thickness from 20 ft to 300 ft (6 to 90 m). Thus, with a conventional vertical well, the
contact area between the well and the reservoir is 20 ft to 300 ft (6 to 90 m), depending
upon the reservoir thickness. In a horizontal well, a typical well length is 2000 ft to
3000 ft (600 to 900 m) long, resulting in a very long contact area between the well and
the reservoir. Hence, a horizontal well provides 10 to 200 times more contact area with
the reservoir than the contact area provided by a vertical well. This large contact area
results in higher well productivity for horizontal wells as compared to vertical wells.
Although the common length of a horizontal well is 2000 ft to 3000 ft (600 to 900 m),
horizontal wells as long as 8 km have been drilled. Such long wells provide a very long
producing length and high well productivity. How far one can drill depends upon the
mechanical capacity of the drilling rig. The torque, drag, and weight of the drilling pipe
and the casing weight that can be handled by the rig determine how long one can drill.
Additionally, the reservoir thickness will also determine how long one can drill. In thin
zones, it is difficult to stay in the zone for a very long length. On the other hand, if the
reservoir is thick, it may be easier to drill long wells without wandering out of the zone
while drilling. Figure 3 shows a typical horizontal well. As seen here, there are four
producing layers and the well intersects more than one layer and is not “exactly”
horizontal. Thus, this variation in the well depth or elevation while drilling horizontally
needs to be taken into account in determining the appropriate depth at which to drill a
horizontal well.

Figure 3. A Typical Horizontal Well Diagram
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In cases where rig size is limited, but one wants to drill a long well with a large contact
area, multilateral wells provide an option. As shown in Figure 2, one can drill two
diametrically opposite wells or other shapes to achieve a large contact area with the
reservoir.
The application of horizontal drilling technology in the development of oil and gas
reservoirs has become common worldwide over the last quarter of a century. Since
1980, over 50 000 horizontal wells and 1000 multilateral wells have been drilled around
the globe. In the United States alone, over 30 000 horizontal wells have been drilled.
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Horizontal wells have been drilled in almost all the producing basins in the world. Most
of the wells in the (US) United States are in Texas, and mostly in the Austin Chalk or
the Barnett Shale formations. In contrast, outside the US, many wells drilled around the
globe are in sandstone formations and many are drilled to reduce gas and water coning.
Generally, oil and gas wells are typically drilled in carbonate or in sandstone rocks,
which exhibit porosity and connectivity of the porous zone to produce oil and gas.
These sandstone and carbonate rocks are referred to as reservoir rocks. In a few cases,
such as in Indonesia and Japan, oil is also produced in volcanic rocks.
Generally, shale (sandstone with a very fine grain size) is a source rock, where oil
generates and then migrates to the reservoir rock. Shale generally exhibits very high
porosity, but lacks connectivity between the porous zones.
In the US, thousands of horizontal wells have been drilled in source rocks such as
Bakken shale in North Dakota, Barnett shale in Texas and Fayetteville shale in
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
A long horizontal well provides connectivity to non-connected porous zones in a shale
reservoir facilitating oil and gas production. With a conventional vertical well, one may
miss the porous area of the source rock, and the well does not provide connectivity to
other porous areas, resulting in a possible uneconomic well. Thus, horizontal wells have
been instrumental in producing oil and gas from source rocks.
Another application of horizontal wells in non-conventional reservoirs is in coal-bed
methane reservoirs. In coal-bed methane reservoirs, one has to produce large amounts of
water from a coal bed to de-water the coal bed.
Gas production can only begin once the target coal bed is de-watered. Generally, the
coal beds are thin, 5 ft to 30 ft (1.5 to 9 m) in thickness.
In a few cases even thinner than 5 ft thick coal seams are produced! A horizontal well
provides an option not only to quickly de-water the coal bed, but also to enhance gas
production from the coal-bed reservoirs.
Hundreds of horizontal wells have been drilled in coal-bed reservoirs in northeastern
Oklahoma, in the US, to produce natural gas.
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1.1. Field Development Plans

Figure 4. A Typical Field Development Plan – Alpine field, Alaska, USA
Source: “Predicting Success of Horizontal Openhole Completions on the North Slope,”
Journal of Petroleum Technology, November 2006, p. 48.

A typical field development plan using horizontal wells is shown in Figure 4. It is
evident that to develop the field with vertical wells would require many surface
locations. On the other hand, by using pad-type drilling, several horizontal wells can be
drilled from two surface locations and drain a reservoir which is a few square miles in
the areal extent. Such a technique to develop reservoirs has been used in Alaska (USA),
Canada, Venezuela, the Middle East, and also in many offshore fields around the world.
Such field development, minimizing surface locations, is also possible with multilateral
wells.
Minimizing surface locations results in a smaller environmental footprint on the surface,
reduces the number of wells required to develop a reservoir, and reduces surface
facilities and flow lines required to gather and process the crude oil and natural gas.
This results in an overall improvement in the field economics.
1.2. Application
Table 1 shows the various applications of horizontal wells and examples of the sample
reservoirs for each application. The table also includes properties of the reservoirs in
which the wells have been drilled. As seen from the table, the horizontal wells have
been drilled in thin zones, naturally fractured reservoirs, formations with gas and water
coning problems, heavy oil reservoirs and in gas reservoirs. Additionally, horizontal
wells are now used in water flooding applications along with Enhanced Oil Recovery
(EOR) applications such as CO2 flood and thermal oil recovery.
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Reservoir
Application
Thin
Reservoir
Naturally
Fractured
Reservoirs

Bakken Shale, ND, USA
Austin Chalk, Texas, USA
Bakken Shale, ND, USA
Mancos Shale, NM
Niobrara, Wyoming, USA
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, USA
(SS)
Elk Hills, California (SS)

Bima Field, Indonesia (LS)
Gunung Kembang,
Indonesia (LS)
Helder Field, North Sea
(SS)
Rospo Mare Fields, Italy
(LS)
Empire Abo Unit, NM,
USA (Reef)
Troll Field, North Sea (SS)
S. Pepper Field, Australia
(SS)
Loma de la Lata, Argentina
(SS)
Chihuido de la Sierra
Negra, Argentina (SS)
Nimr Area, S. Oman (SS)
Safah Field, Oman (SS)
Saih Ruwi Field, Oman
(SS)
Hayat & Salam Fields,
Egypt (SS)
Countless Upper Manville
“RR”, Canada
Cactus Lake North
McLaren, Canada
Winter Field, Canada
Edam West, Sparky
Sandstone, Canada
Midway Sunset Field, U.S.
California
Lake Maracaibo, Venezuela
Jobo Field, Venezuela
Cerro Negro Sector,
Orinoco Belt, Venezuela
Devonian (L. Huron Shale),
U.S.
Big Sandy Field
Devonian (L. Huron Shale),
U.S.
Gulf Coast, U.S. (SS)
Zuidwal Field, Netherlands
Weyburn Field, Canada

Payzone
Thickness
10 to 30 ft
25 to 70 ft
10 to 30 ft
60 ft (max)
100 to 200 ft
1500 ft (Orig.)
275 ft
(Current)
20 to 100 ft
35 ft

Porosity
1.5 to 12.9 %

Horizontal
Permeability
< 1 md

3 to 12 %
1.5 to 12.9 %
2%
< 10%
22%

< 1 md
< 1 md
< 0.1 md
< 0.1 md
200 md

23%

8 to 80 md

31 to 36%
24%

100 to 1000 md
230 md

80 to 130 ft

1 to 6 Darcies
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Formation
with Gas &
Water
Coning

Reservoir

Heavy Oil

Gas
Reservoirs

Waterflood
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130 ft

1.80%

2 to 1500 md

90 ft

8.60%

25 md

75 ft
25 to 75 ft

30%
20%

6 to 10 Darcies
1 Darcy

115 ft

14%

1 md

75 ft

19 to 21%

86 to 164 md

82 ft

19 to 23%
21 to 27 %

5 md
1 to 12 md

30 to 80 ft

14 to 20 %

1000 to 3000 md

18 to 24%

250 to 5200 md

40 ft

30 to 33%

> 5 Darcies

100 ft
65 to 100 ft

30%
34%

6 Darcies
1 to 10 Darcies

400 ft

28%

1 to 6 Darcies

20 ft
100 ft

17%
27%
34%

440 md
1700 md
12 Darcies

15 to 50 ft

2%

0.13 to 0.43 md

250 ft (Gross)

2%

0.045 md

40 ft
140 to 200 ft
20 ft

33%
10 to 15 %
3 to 26%

6 Darcies
1 to 10 md
0.01 to 500 md

275 ft
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Yowlumne Field, California
Waterflood (SS)
Texaco New Hope Shallow
Unit, Franklin Co. TX
Horizontal Injector
Waterflood Project
Rainbow Keg River G Pool,
Canada, Miscible
Pembu Nisku Field,
Canada, Miscible
Chateaurenard Field, France
Polymer
Cold Lake, Canada,
Thermal
Talnglflags North Field,
Canada, Thermal

12%

2 md

35 to 40 ft

10%

565 md

130 to 330 ft

10 to 30 %

1.5 to 10 Darcies

0 to 23 ft

30 %

35 to 40 ft

10%

800 to 3000 md
1600 md (avg)
565 md

90 ft

33%

4 Darcies

15 to 20%
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EOR

0 to 400 ft
Avg. net 55 to
75 ft
18 ft

SS = Sandstone
LS = Limestone

Table 1. Horizontal Well Applications

It is interesting to note that horizontal wells have been drilled in thin zones with
thicknesses as small as 10 ft (3 m). As noted earlier, in some coal-bed methane
reservoirs, horizontal wells have been drilled in even 5 ft (1.5 m) thick zones. Thus,
horizontal wells have been drilled and are commercially successful in thin zones.
However, if horizontal wells are drilled to produce oil and minimize water and/or gas
production (coning application), then as seen in Table 1, the minimum zone thickness
for a horizontal well application appears to be 15 to 20 ft (4.5 to 6 m) thick.
This is because, to reduce coning, it is essential to have certain stand-off (vertical
distance) between the oil-water and or gas-oil contact and the horizontal well to prevent
rapid breakthrough of water and or gas in a horizontal well (See Figure 5). Successful
application of horizontal oil wells in water and gas coning situations requires at least 15
to 20 ft (4.5 to 6 m) thick oil columns which could provide at least 10 ft (3 m) of standoff between the horizontal well and the oil-water and or gas-oil contact. Similarly,
horizontal gas wells drilled to minimize water coning also require 10 to 15 ft (3 to 4.5
m) stand-off between the horizontal well and the gas-water contact. However, as noted
earlier, if there is no coning problem, then one can drill a horizontal well even in 5 to10
ft (1.5 to 3 m) thin zones.
-
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